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but this year, we think it’s 
going to be a littler warmer 
and milder there,” Pastelok 
said. “Meanwhile, the Southeast, 
Carolinas, and mid-Atlantic 
states could be a little colder 
than it was last year.”

Overall, Pastelok predicted a 
period of more extreme cold but 
over a shorter duration of the 
winter season.

“We’re expecting the second 
half could be the coldest part 
of the season — late January 
into February,” he said. “And 
it could cover a third, maybe 
close to the entire eastern half 
of the country.” 

As far as the wet weather 
goes, Pastelok predicted a very 
active Southern storm track, 
especially in January and early 
February. The eastern areas 
of the Northeast could see 
slightly above average snowfall. 
Additionally, the snow on the 
ground could intensify the cold 
that comes later in the season in 
those areas, Pastelok noted.

“There will be a lack of snow, 
we feel — at least compared to 
normal — in the middle of the 
country, near the Great Lakes,” 
he said. “It could be a weaker 
lake-effect season, so it may 
not get quite as cold from time 
to time there. The snow will 
be modest in the north-central 
Rockies. And January could be 
a pretty active month in central 
and northern California.” 

The southern part of the 
country will see a colder, 
more active winter than usual, 
Pastelok predicted.

“What’s going to happen is, 
as storms go across the south, 
there will be a pull down of cold 
air from the north that comes 
shooting into the lower valley of 
Texas and southeast Texas,” he 
said. “They’re going to see more 
freezing temperatures in areas 
that don’t typically get freezing 
temperatures. That will include 
places like Arkansas, eastern 
Oklahoma, and southern 
Missouri. We also have a couple 
of ice events in our forecast 
based on past years for that area 
as well.

“They’re going to see more 
heating use compared to the 
norm across the South — 
around Gulf Coast states into 
the Carolinas,” Pastelok added. 

“The early part of the winter 
may see less heating used in the 
upper Midwest and Great Lakes 
because the nights may not be 
quite as cold as they should be 
for that time of the year.” 

HAVING THE RIGHT 
EQUIPMENT

No matter what the winter 
weather brings, it’s important for 
HVAC contractors to have the 
right type of equipment while 
in the field. Of course, the right 
equipment includes the right 
tools and parts for service calls, 
but it also includes gloves, hats, 
jackets, and proper footwear to 
keep the cold at bay. 

“For HVAC contractors, it’s 
time to brace for the onslaught of 
heating repairs and last-minute 
installations when most calls 
start switching from cooling 
requests to heating ones,” said 
Robin Skillings, director of 
global marketing for Keen 
Utility. “Footwear is important 
because the job becomes all 
about time spent working the 
job, staying comfortable, and 
delivering heat to the customer 
as quickly as possible. When 
the job requires going outside 
— be that on a rooftop to 
access equipment or back and 
forth to the truck for parts 
— maintaining traction and 
stability is a top safety concern.”

Footwear is an important 
choice for extreme weather 
conditions, and a grippy, lugged 
rubber outsole will offer more 
traction in snow and mud 
but also offer breathability, 
Skillings said.

“The HVAC pro knows heat 
and cold — and sometimes, when 
a system malfunctions, it makes 
the job site an even tougher place 
to be, so it’s important that the 
work boot is built for grip and 
traction outdoors but can easily 
transition back into indoor 
work,” he said. “This way, an 
already warm foot doesn’t get 
any hotter or sweaty. Working 
in HVAC also means working 
in tight, awkward locations; 
hauling heavy equipment; and 
dealing with high temperatures 
when fixing water or heating 
systems. Again, comfort and 
traction are key safety factors for 
winter months.” 

Keen Polar Traction 
technology features micro-glass 
filaments combined with an 
oil and low-temp flex resistant 
rubber that offers optimal 
traction on wet or oily ice 
surfaces. These micro-glass 

“cleats” work by piercing the 
water or ice surface to provide 
optimal traction in some of the 
harshest environments. 

Socks are also an important 
choice. Keen’s Utility Dura-
Zone socks feature Merino 
wool for moisture-wicking 
breathability. Additionally, 
the socks feature toe seams 
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SOURCE: Information contained in these graphs is courtesy of the Air-Conditioning, Heating, 
and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI). Industry figures are estimates that are derived from the best 
available figures supplied by a sample of AHRI member companies.

YEAR-TO-DATE: Year-to-date U.S. shipments of residential gas storage water heaters increased 5 percent, 
residential electric storage water heaters increased 4.7 percent, commercial gas storage water heaters increased 
4.2 percent, commercial electric storage water heater shipments decreased 2.1 percent, gas warm-air furnaces 
increased 11.6 percent, oil warm-air furnaces increased 5.2 percent, central air conditioners increased 4.8 
percent, and heat pumps increased 12.3 percent.
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AHRI Shipment Data 
for August 2018

U.S. shipments of central air conditioners and air-
source heat pumps totaled 742,171 units in August 
2018, up 13.4 percent from 654,312 units shipped 
in August 2017. Air conditioners increased 14.3 
percent, to 494,177 units, up from 432,446 units 
shipped in August 2017. Air-source heat pumps 
increased 11.8 percent, to 247,994 units, up from 
221,866 units shipped in August 2017.

U.S. shipments of residential gas storage water 
heaters for August 2018 decreased 9.8 percent, to 
341,907 units, down from 379,212 units shipped 
in August 2017. Residential electric storage water 
heater shipments decreased 6.6 percent, to 
344,747 units, down from 368,948 units shipped in 
August 2017.  

U.S. shipments of gas warm-air furnaces for August 
2018 increased 11.9 percent, to 317,745 units, up 
from 283,960 units shipped in August 2017. Oil 
warm-air furnace shipments decreased 1.4 percent, 
to 3,104 units, down from 3,149 units shipped in 
August 2017.

U.S. shipments of commercial gas storage water 
heater shipments increased 17.8 percent in August 
2018, to 7,916 units, up from 6,720 units shipped 
in August 2017. Commercial electric storage 
water heater shipments decreased 4.8 percent, to 
11,689 units, down from 12,278 units shipped in 
August 2017. 
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